Dear Editors and Authors,

It is my big pleasure to inform you that the topical issue: *Phenomenology of Religious Experience II: Perspectives in Theology*, edited by Olga Louchakova-Schwartz and Martin Nitsche, has been completed.

Inside:

**Phenomenology and Theological Research**

Louchakova-Schwartz, Olga

*Bergoglio among the Phenomenologists: Encounter, Otherness, and Church in Evangelii gaudium and Amoris laetitia*

Oltvai, Kristóf

*Levinas and the Significance of Passivity in the Christian Religious Experience*

Cyfko, James

*What do the Angels Say? Alterity and the Ascents of Emanuel Swedenborg and the Baal Shem Tov*

Esterson, Rebecca

*What Counts as a ‘Religious Experience?’: Phenomenology, Spirituality, and the Question of Religion*

DeRoo, Neal

*Finger, Text, and Moon: Dennis Hirota and Iwasaki Tsuneo*

Bermant, Gordon

*Intersubjectivity and Multiple Realities in Zarathushtra’s Gathas*

Louchakova-Schwartz, Olga

*Hermeneutics of Resistance in Marion’s Phenomenology of Givenness*

Șandru, Adrian-Răzvan
The “Sacred River” Toward God: Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka’s Phenomenology of Religious Experience

Verducci, Daniela

The Option for the Poor and the Phenomenology of Life

Pastro, Vincent J.

Why We Need the Demonic: A Phenomenological Analysis of Negative Religious Experience

Nelson, James M. / Koetke, Jonah


Using the chance, I would like to thank once more all of you for your good articles and efficient collaboration to prepare them for publication. I hope that you had good experience with publishing in "Open Theology" and that you will consider the journal as the publishing venue for your further manuscripts.

With best regards,
Katarzyna Tempczyk